What’s new?

- General Assembly Announcement. DataCite’s Annual Business Meeting of the General Assembly will be hosted virtually on Thursday, April 29, 2021 at 16:30 (CET). DataCite members can register using this link. On the DataCite blog, Ed Matt Buys shares information on the recent strategic visioning activity that we will collectively embark on as a community this year.

- Open Hours re-launch. To accommodate a growing and changing DataCite community, we’re re-launching Open Hours in collaboration with the product engineering team this spring with a few changes. We are also starting a new meeting series especially for those involved in leading a DataCite consortium. Read more about our plans on the DataCite blog.

- DataCite’s 2020 member survey. On our blog we’re sharing the outcomes of the 2020 member survey. Thanks to all who participated! 18% of respondents indicated they would like to be more involved, so don’t hesitate to contact support@datacite.org if you’d like to join a DataCite group.

- Launch of the DICE project. The Data Infrastructure Capacities for EOSC (DICE) consortium brings together a network of computing and data centres, research infrastructures, and data repositories which propose to enable a European storage and data management infrastructure for EOSC, providing generic services and building blocks to store, find, access, and process data in a consistent and persistent way. Within this project, DataCite works on the integration of PID systems and provides services under virtual access.

Tech update

Consolidation of Repository Finder into DataCite Commons. Repository Finder was first developed in the Enabling FAIR data project and was extended as part of FAIRSFAIR project to support searching for repositories. User feedback and discussions with Enabling FAIR data and FAIRSFAIR participants showed us that a more integrated system with links to relevant research outputs, people, and organisations would benefit the users. This has led to consolidation of the Repository Finder tool into DataCite Commons, DataCite’s integrated discovery service for PIDs. In the coming months, we will be adding a repository search to DataCite Commons to enable users to find repositories and connected PIDs. We aim to add technical implementation for generating random DOI strings.

Contacts Workflow in Fabrica. Last month we announced that we are making 3 fields (service, voting and billing contacts) on the member form mandatory to allow us to capture vital information to contact our members when needed. As part of this work, we are also improving the workflow for adding contacts to member accounts. We have started reaching out to several members to test the new workflow for adding contacts.

Welcome to new DataCite members

- National Institute for Materials Science (Japan)
- EuroFIR AISBL
- Adelphi University
- Riga Stradiņš University

Welcome to Registered Service Providers

- Dataverse

See our Service providers listing for more details and the latest list of providers.

Questions or feedback? Contact us at support@datacite.org!
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